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Evidence for a missing nucleon resonance in kaon photoproduction
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New SAPHIRp(g,K1)L total cross section data show a resonance structure at a total c.m. energy around
1900 MeV. We investigate this feature with an isobar model and find that the structure can be well explained
by including a newD13 resonance at 1895 MeV. Such a state has been predicted by a relativistic quark model
at 1960 MeV with significantgN and KL branching ratios. We demonstrate how the measurement of the
photon asymmetry can be used to further study this resonance. In addition, verification of the predicted large
decay widths into thehN andh8N channels would allow distinguishing between other nearbyD13 states.

PACS number~s!: 14.20.Gk, 25.20.Lj, 13.60.Le, 13.30.Eg
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The physics of nucleon resonance excitation continue
provide a major challenge to hadronic physics@1# due to the
nonperturbative nature of QCD at these energies. W
methods like chiral perturbation theory are not amenable
N* physics, lattice QCD has only recently begun to contr
ute to this field. In a recent study@2# the excitation energies
of 1/22 and 3/22 baryon resonances are calculated for
first time on the lattice with improved actions. The resu
show a clear splitting of these states from the ground s
nucleon, demonstrating the potential and the promise of
tracting N* structure from lattice QCD. However, most o
the theoretical work on the nucleon excitation spectrum
been performed in the realm of quark models. Models t
contain three constituent valence quarks predict a m
richer resonance spectrum@3,4# than has been observed
pN→pN scattering experiments. Quark model studies h
suggested that those ‘‘missing’’ resonances may cou
strongly to other channels, such as theKL andKS channels
@5# or final states involving vector mesons.

The newly established electron and photon facilities h
made it possible to investigate the mechanism of nucl
resonance excitation with photons with much improved
perimental accuracy. Experiments with kaon-hyperon fi
states have been performed at ELSA@6# and are being ana
lyzed at the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Labo
tory. Much improved data are becoming available in t
p(g,K1)L, p(g,K1)S0, and p(g,K0)S1 channels, from
total cross section to polarization observables. The n
SAPHIR total cross section data@6# for thep(g,K1)L chan-
nel, shown in Fig. 1, indicate for the first time a structu
aroundW51900 MeV. This structure could not be resolve
before, due to the low quality of the old data. It is the pu
pose of this Rapid Communication to investigate this str
ture in the framework of an isobar model.

Pioneered by Thom@7#, most studies over the last 3
years analyzed theN(g,K)L(S) in a tree-level isobar
framework @8–11# that included a number of resonanc
whose couplings were adjusted to reproduce the experim
tal data. Due to the poor data quality it was not possible
decide which resonances contributed; even the magnitud
the background terms was uncertain. Recently, two new
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velopments have provided significant progress in this fie
First, a coupled-channels calculation that included final-s
interactions @12# linked the photoproduction proces
p(g,K1)L to the hadronic processp(p2,K0)L. Second, the
recent work on including hadronic form factors in photopr
duction reactions@13,14# while maintaining gauge invarianc
has resulted in the proper description of the backgrou
terms, allowing the use of approximate SU~3! symmetry to
fix the Born coupling constantsgKLN andgKSN .

Due to their isospin structure theKS photoproduction
channels can involve the excitation ofN* as well asD states.
On the other hand,KL photoproduction only involves inter
mediate isospin 1/2 resonances and is therefore easier to
scribe. Here, we use the tree-level isobar model describe
Ref. @15# to analyze thep(g,K1)L process in more detail
Guided by a recent coupled-channels analysis@12#, the low-
energy resonance part of this model includes three states
have been found to have significant decay widths into
K1L channel, theS11(1650), P11(1710), andP13(1720)
resonances. In order to approximately account for unita

FIG. 1. Total cross section forK1L photoproduction on the
proton. The dashed line shows the model without theD13(1960)
resonance, while the solid line is obtained by including t
D13(1960) state. The new SAPHIR data@6# are denoted by the solid
squares, old data@22# are shown by the open circles.
©1999 The American Physical Society01-1
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corrections at tree-level we include energy-dependent wid
along with partial branching fractions in the resonan
propagators@15#. The background part includes the standa
Born terms along with theK* (892) andK1(1270) vector
meson poles in thet channel. As in Ref.@15#, we employ the
gauge method of Haberzettl@13,14# to include hadronic form
factors. The fit to the data was significantly improved
allowing for separate cutoffs for the background and re
nant sector. For the former, the fits produce a soft va
around 800 MeV, leading to a strong suppression of
background terms while the resonant cutoff is determined
be 1890 MeV.

As shown in Fig. 1, our previous model cannot reprodu
the total cross section. Clearly, a structure in total cross
tion data does not immediately imply a new resonance.
energy region around 1900 MeV represents a challenge
only because of possible broad, overlapping resonances
also because there are additional production thresh
nearby, such as the photoproduction ofh8, K* L, andKL*
final states, which can all lead to structure in theK1L cross
section through final-state interaction. None of these com
cated processes are considered here; rather, we limit
selves to the possibility that this structure is in fact due
one of the missing or poorly known resonances. While th
are no three- or four-star isospin 1/2 resonances around 1
MeV in the Particle Data Book, several two-star states
listed. Of those only theD13(2080) has been identified i
older p(p2,K0)L analyses@17,18# to have a noticeable
branching ratio into theKL channel. On the theoretical sid
the constituent quark model by Capstick and Roberts@4#

TABLE I. Comparison between the results from our fit to t
kaon photoproduction datap(g,K1)L ~fit! and those of the quark
model ~QM!, where the QM photocouplings were taken from R
@21# and theKL decay widths from Ref.@5#.

Missing mN* GN* AGN* NgGN* KL/GN*
resonance Model ~MeV! ~MeV! (1023)

S11(1945) fit 1847 258 210.37060.875
QM 1945 595 0.29860.349

P11(1975) fit 1935 131 9.62360.789
QM 1975 45 1.96060.535

D13(1960) fit 1895 372 2.29220.204
10.722

QM 1960 535 22.72260.729
P13(1950) fit 1853 189 1.09720.010

10.011

QM 1950 140 20.33460.070

TABLE II. Comparison between the extracted fractional dec
widths and the result from the quark model@5,21# for the
S11(1650), P11(1710), andP13(1720) resonances.

AGN* NgGN* KL/GN* (1023)
Resonance Extracted Quark model

S11(1650) 24.82660.051 24.26460.984
P11(1710) 1.02960.172 20.53560.115
P13(1720) 1.16520.039

10.041 21.29160.240
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predicts many new states around 1900 MeV, however, on
few them have been calculated to have a significantKL
decay width@5#. These are the@S11#3(1945), @P11#5(1975),
@P13#4(1950), and@D13#3(1960) states, where the subscri
refers to the particular band that the state is predicted in.
have performed fits for each of these possible states, all
ing the fit to determine the mass, width, and coupling co
stants of the resonance. We found that all four states
reproduce the structure atW around 1900 MeV, reducing the
x2/N from around 4.5 to around 3 in each case. Tabl
compares our extracted resonance parameters with the q
model predictions of Ref.@5#. While all four of the above
resonances have large decay widths into theKL channel,
only theD13(1960) state is predicted to also have significa
photocouplings. Table I presents the remarkable agreem
up to the sign, between the quark model prediction and
extracted results for theD13(1960). The sign remains am
biguous, since at this stage we only extract the produc
coupling constants. For the other three states the pa
widths extracted from our fit overestimate the quark mo
results by up to a factor of 30.

How reliable are the quark model predictions? Clear
one test is to confront its predictions with the extracted c
plings for the well-established resonances in the low-ene
regime of thep(g,K1)L reaction, theS11(1650),P11(1710)
and P13(1720) excitations. Table II shows that the magn
tudes of the extracted partial widths for theS11(1650),
P11(1710), andP13(1720) are in good agreement with th
quark model. Therefore, even though the remarkable qua
tative agreement in the case of theD13(1960) is probably
fortuitous, we believe the structure in the SAPHIR data is
all likelihood produced by this particular resonance. Is t
state identical to the two-star resonanceD13(2080) listed in
the Particle Data Table? Table III displays a list ofD13 states
below 2.2 GeV predicted by Refs.@4,5#, along with the Par-
ticle Data Table listings. A closer examination of the liter
ture reveals that there is some evidence for two resonanc
this wave between 1800 and 2200 MeV@19#; one with a
mass centered around 1900 MeV and another with m
around 2080 MeV. It is the former which has been se
prominently in two separatep(p2,K0)L analyses@17,18#.
Thus, we believe that the state appearing in the SAPHIR d

.

y

TABLE III. Summary of listedD13 resonances. The observe
states from the Particle Data Table are ordered according to R
@4,5#.

Quark model@4,5# Particle Data Table@16#

Name Name Status

@N 3
2

2#1(1495) N(1520)D13 ****

@N 3
2

2#2(1625) N(1700)D13 ***

@N 3
2

2#3(1960) N(2080)D13 **

@N 3
2

2#4(2055) – –

@N 3
2

2#5(2095) – –

@N 3
2

2#6(2165) – –

@N 3
2

2#7(2180) – –
1-2
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FIG. 2. Same as in Fig. 1 for the differentia
cross section. The total c.m. energyW is shown
in every panel.
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is in fact identical to the one seen in hadronicKL production
and corresponds to theD13(1960) state predicted by th
quark model. TheD13 excitation around 2080 MeV seen i
Refs.@19,20# may well correspond to the quark model sta
D13(2055) in theN54 band. In order to clearly separa
these nearbyD13 states, measuring other channels will
helpful. For example, Ref.@4# predicts theD13(1960) to have
large decay widths into thehN and h8N channels, in con-
trast to theD13(2055) whose branching ratios into the
channels are negligible.

Figure 1 compares our models with and without t
D13(1960) with the SAPHIR total cross section data. O
result without this resonance shows only one peak n
threshold, while inclusion of the new resonance leads t
second peak atW slightly below 1900 MeV, in accordanc
with the new SAPHIR data. The difference between the t
calculations is much smaller for the differential cross s
tions, as displayed in Fig. 2. As expected, including
D13(1960) does not affect the threshold and low-energy
gime while it does improve the agreement at higher energ
Figure 3 compares the recoil polarization for the two cal
lations. Clearly, the differences are small for all angles, de
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onstrating that the recoil polarization is not the appropri
observable to further study this resonance.

The target asymmetry ofK1L photoproduction is shown
in Fig. 4. Here we find larger variations between the tw
calculations, especially for higher energies. The three d
points seem to favor a model without the newD13(1960);
however, more complete and accurate measurements
clearly needed over the whole angular range before any c

FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 1 for theL recoil polarization. The total
c.m. energyW is shown in every panel.
1-3
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clusion can be drawn. The largest effects are found in
photon asymmetry shown in Fig. 5. ForW>1800 MeV, in-
cluding the new resonance leads to a sign change in
photon asymmetry whose magnitude is almost one at in
mediate angles. Therefore, we would suggest that measu
this observable is well suited to shed more light on the c
tribution of this state in kaon photoproduction.

In conclusion, we have investigated the structure aro
W51900 MeV in the new SAPHIR total cross section da
in the framework of an isobar model. We found that the d
can be well reproduced by including a newD13 resonance
with mass, width, and coupling parameters in good agr
ment with the values predicted by a recent quark model
culation. Ultimately, only a detailed multipole analysis c

FIG. 4. Same as in Fig. 1 for the target polarization. The to
c.m. energyW is shown in every panel.
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verify that the observed structure is indeed due to a re
nance. To further elucidate the role and nature of this s
we suggest measurements of the polarized photon asym
try aroundW51900 MeV for thep(g,K1)L reaction. With
the arrival of new, high-precision cross section and polari
tion data the kaon photoproduction process will be able
unfold its full potential in the search and study of nucle
resonances.
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l FIG. 5. Same as in Fig. 1 for the photon asymmetry. The to
c.m. energyW is shown in every panel.
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